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camera;

• intrinsic parameters for depth camera;

• intrinsic parameters for colour camera.

Recent studies[8-9] estimated these parameters with

an optimization approach. In [8-9], the non-linear terms

were adopted in the optimization which explicitly esti-

mated the values of the parameters. It was noted[10]

that such non-linearity could lead to low efficiency and

cause unwanted instability in the numerical processing.

In this paper, to improve the stability and efficiency

in calibration, we propose a new approach to replace

the direct optimized parameters of the aforementioned

explicit ones with hybrid parameters. The hybrid pa-

rameters, which warp depth images onto colour images

with a single transformation, are the combination of

both pose information and intrinsic parameters. The

optimization of hybrid parameters can be formulated

with a standard least square method rather than the

complex non-linear approaches. Our experiments show

that our method with the hybrid parameters is efficient

and stable. In addition, the original explicit parameters

can be retrieved from our hybrid parameters with stan-

dard QR factorisation, which is relatively fast and takes

few computational resources. This means our method

offers a more efficient and stable calibration without

any degeneration of functionality.

We validate our method with both real-world data

captured by MicroSoft Kinect and numerically syn-

thesized examples. For both datasets, we compare

our implementation with the state-of-the-art calibra-

tion algorithm[9], and conclude that our method is

nearly 50 times faster than it and offers the same qua-

lity.

2 Related Work

Camera calibration is one of the fundamental prob-

lems in computer vision. The early studies[11-12] pro-

posed intrinsic and extrinsic parameters calibration al-

gorithms for colour cameras. For depth camera, average

values of intrinsic parameters are recorded in firmware

and known by vision community. However, these pa-

rameters vary from device to device, and the pre-sets

are not accurate enough for applications like reconstruc-

tion and measurement which demand high depth mea-

suring accuracy. Our method provides a calibration of

such intrinsic parameters for depth camera with the

matrix decomposition of the hybrid parameters.

Many recent studies[8-10,13-19] proposed a depth

measuring model and the corresponding calibration al-

gorithms. Most of them are capable of calibrating

depth and colour cameras at the same time. Smisek

et al.[13] employed traditional colour calibration algo-

rithm to compute depth camera intrinsic parameters of

Kinect. Since the depth camera of Kinect cannot di-

rectly capture checkerboard’s pattern, they illuminated

calibration board by a halogen lamp. Under the illu-

mination, the infrared (IR) camera captures distinct

grids on checkerboard for intrinsic parameters estima-

tion. Others[15-16] used specially designed tools to cali-

brate depth camera. Li and Zhou[15] designed a spe-

cific planar board with regularly drilled holes which can

be easily identified by both colour camera and depth

camera, and calibrated them jointly. [16] uses multiple

cuboids with known size as the reference calibration rig,

and proposes an objective function for calibration based

on the size of cuboids and the angle between neighbour-

ing surfaces.

In contrast, it is possible to use only a single checker-

board to jointly calibrate colour and depth camera[8-10].

[8] considers point correspondences between colour and

depth images to identify intrinsic parameters. Herrera

et al.[9] extended this work by introducing disparity

distortion correction model which further improves ac-

curacy. However, with a high number of parameters

to be optimized, they used a time-consuming itera-

tive step to optimize parameters alternatively. Ra-

poso et al.[10] proposed several modifications of the

optimization pipeline of [9] to improve the stability

and the runtime. Follow-on studies[17-19] proposed the

improved depth measuring models for depth camera.

Kim et al.[17] proposed a new depth correction method

based on the analysis of depth measurement principle

of Kinect. A reformulated depth correction model was

proposed in [18-19], which directly rectifies the sensor

that provides depth data.

Our implementation is based on previous studies

which improved calibration accuracy by introducing

the specific intrinsic parameters for both depth and

colour cameras[8-10] and the novel depth measurement

models[17-19]. In this paper, we propose a matrix of

hybrid parameters as an alternation to the specific in-

trinsic parameters and propose a corresponding calibra-

tion algorithm, which solves the hybrid parameters with

linear equations. Experiments show that our approach

achieves same quality with most recent algorithms[9-10],

but is much faster (10 times as Raposo’s method and

50 times as Herrera’s method).
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3 Depth and Colour Camera Calibration

In this section, we introduce our depth and colour

camera calibration algorithm based on hybrid para-

meters. We first describe how we set up cameras and

planes which supply constraints for calibration. Then

we introduce a hybrid parameter matrix, and show how

to use it to constrain the relationship between cameras.

We finally discuss the trait of hybrid parameter matrix,

and give a numerical solution of explicit parameters by

applying matrix decomposition.

3.1 Calibration System Setup and Related

Coordination Systems

Our calibration system consists of separately placed

colour and depth cameras and in our experiments

we use Microsoft Kinect as depth camera. Although

Kinect has a low resolution colour camera placed near

to depth camera, it by no means indicates the depth

camera for this system must have a color camera and

it must be placed near to depth camera. In fact, in or-

der to obtain different viewing directions for two came-

ras, our approach is designed for the case in which a

colour camera placed away from a depth camera, and

the depth camera used can be the kinds with no colour

camera at all. Fig.1(a) shows a diagram of our cali-

bration setup. Both the colour and the depth cameras

can simultaneously capture images of checkerboards ca-

sually placed in front of cameras. Fig.1(c) shows the

checkerboard we used, while Fig.1(d) shows a picture

of a Kinect and two colour cameras we set in our ex-

periments.

We first define local coordinate systems for both

colour and depth cameras. X and Y axes for a camera’s

local coordinate system are parallel to the correspond-

ing axes in the image plane, while the origin resides at

the centre of projection. Z axis is perpendicular to both

X and Y axes and points to the look-at direction. Fol-

lowing these definitions, we can analytically map any

point in 3D space to its projection on image plane. As

shown in Fig.1(a), given a point V as (X,Y, Z) in a

camera’s local coordinate system, we can find its pro-
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Fig.1. Setup of our calibration system. (a) Coordinate systems for colour and depth camera. (b) Coordinate system for checkerboard
i. Notations denoted relationships between cameras and checkerboards are shown for clarity. The checkerboard and the camera rig
which contains colour cameras and Kinect used in experiments are shown in (c) and (d) respectively.
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jection on the image plane as a pixel with the homoge-

nous coordinate v, (u, v, 1). This linear transformation

can be expressed with (1):

v = (
1
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Following (2) and (3), we derive its corresponding 3D

coordinate PC in color camera coordinate system C as:

PC = H · pD × lD + tCD. (6)

PC satisfies (5). We construct a linear equation about

parameters H and tCD for one pixel on the checker-

board:

rT
i3 ·H · pD × lD + rT

i3 · tCD = rT
i3 · tCWi

. (7)

Next we explain how to solve parameters EC , tCD

and a hybrid parameter matrix H by considering all

points on checkerboards. First, we estimate camera in-

trinsic EC by using Zhang’s traditional colour calibra-

tion algorithm[11]. The colour camera calibration pro-

cess also provides the transformation matrix TCWi
=

(ri1, ri2, ri3, tCWi
). Then we manually select an area

Ω belonging to a checkerboard on every depth image.

Since every pixel in Ω satisfies (7), we can use them to

find parameters H and tCD. These parameters can be

estimated by solving a linear least square problem:

argmin
H,tCD

∑

pD∈Ω

wij(r
T
i3 ·H ·pij

D×l
ij
D+rT

i3 ·tCD−rT
i3 ·tCWi

)2,

(8)

where p
ij
D denotes the homogeneous coordinate of the

j-th pixel selected on the i-th checkerboard, and l
ij
D

represents the depth of this pixel measured by depth

camera, while wij represents the weight penalizing the

potential measurement error of depth camera. We solve

three parameters of tCD and nine parameters of hybrid

matrix H by minimizing the function value in (8). Be-

cause such optimization is a standard linear least square

problem, these 12 parameters can be efficiently esti-

mated by solving linear equations.

3.3 Implementation

Our algorithm is implemented by following three

fundamental steps. In the first pre-calibration step, we

compute colour camera intrinsic EC and transforma-

tions TCW . Then in the second matrix filling step, we

fill entries corresponding to (8) for every pixel in set Ω .

Finally for the optimization, we compute hybrid matrix

H and translation tCD from linear equations.

Pre-Calibration. For every checkerboard, we expli-

citly compute homography matrix Γi from the captured

image using the edges information of the checkerboard.

Γi represents the physical transformation and projec-

tion:

Γi = EC · (ri1, ri2, tCWi
).

Then we apply Zhang’s colour calibration algorithm[11]

for computing EC . The entries ri1, ri2, tCWi
of trans-

formation TCWi
can be directly computed by applying

E−1
C · Γi. The last entry of rotation in the transforma-

tion TCWi
is ri3 = ri1×ri2 according to the orthogonal

relation. The “×” appears in the equation above de-

notes cross product of vectors.

Matrix Filling. Optimization of the hybrid parame-

ter matrix H and the translation tCD through (8)

equals solving linear equation. We denote the entries

of H as h1 to h9, tCD as (t1, t2, t3), ri3 as (ri1, ri2, ri3),

and p
ij
D × l

ij
d as (xij , yij , zij), and format (8) into the

linear equation form:

(
∑

i,j

wijAijA
T
ij)X =

∑

i,j

wijAijbi, (9)

where






























Aij = (xij × ri1, xij × ri2, xij × ri3,

yij × ri1, yij × ri2, yij × ri3,

zij × ri1, zij × ri2, zij × ri3, ri1, ri2, ri3),

X = (h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9, t1, t2, t3),

bi = rT
i3 · tCWi

.

We fill entries of vector Aij for every pixel in set Ω

and entries of vector bi for every checkerboard. Then

we construct (9) accordingly. Here the only coefficient

which is still un-fixed is weight wij . There are two

reasons for introducing penalty weight. First, the mea-

surement accuracy of depth camera is inversely propor-

tional to the depth of target. Second, measured depth

value contains noise component. We construct penalty

weight by integrating these two factors using formula:

wij = φij × ϕij . We use piecewise function φij to pe-

nalize the increasing measurement error of depth cam-

era. The empirically selected parameters of this pair-

wise function in (10) are used in all experiments in this

paper:

φij =























0.6
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where nT
i and δi are parameters of checkerboard’s plane

equation: nT
i · x = δi in coordinate system D. The

specified value of ϕij cannot be directly computed, since

we know neither the plane equation nor the depth cam-

era intrinsic ED for estimating P
ij
D . We can derive

a plane equation for pixels on depth image belong-

ing to checkerboard as: (ñT
i ) · (pD × lD) = 1, where

ñi =
1
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Fig.2(c) shows this result. We concluded that the fea-

tures on depth image coincide with features on colour

image after our mapping. We measured the accuracy of

our calibration with the differences of the corner points

and the line segments between our manually marked

features on the colour image and the features mapped

from the corresponding depth image. Table 1 records

the error of five corners and edges. For a colour image

with resolution of 315×345 in this example, the error in

corner points (starting points of line segments) is 2.54

pixels on average, while the error in direction of lines is

1.24 degrees on average. It proves that our algorithm

achieves the same level of accuracy as human visual

system can achieve in this example of calibration.

Table 1. Error Between Border Line Segments on Colour

Image and Those on Depth Image
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Fig.3. Calibration accuracy comparisons for algorithms[9-10] and ours on real captured data. (a) and (b) draw the result of mean values
and standard deviations of discrepancies for all checkerboards respectively.

Table 3. Time Consumption of Each Step
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calibration by linearizing the solving process. In the ex-

periments with synthesized data, when the scale of the

problem became larger, for example, we used 102 im-

age pairs as inputs, nonlinear algorithm of [9] failed due

to some numerical problem, while our linear algorithm

was executed correctly within 32.65 seconds.
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Fig.4. Calibration accuracy comparison between our algorithm
and [9] using synthesized data. It shows (a) the mean values and
(b) the standard deviations of discrepancy for all checkerboards.

5 Conclusions

We presented a fast and accurate depth and colour

camera calibration algorithm. We evaluated the per-

formance of our algorithm with several examples using

both synthesized data and real-world ground truth data

captured by Kinect. These experiments showed that

our algorithm can achieve the same accuracy of cali-

bration as other recent algorithms developed in [9] and

[10], while running 50 and 10 times faster respectively.

We restated the calibration problem as finding the

mapping between depth image and colour image, where

the parameters associated with both intrinsic matrices

of the depth and the colour camera and the associ-

ated coordinate transformation are used to assemble

the mapping function.

Our method is stable and fast. The proposed ap-

proach has benefited from the linearization process we

introduced which is different from previous methods

based on non-linear optimization. Rather than estimat-

ing the rotation matrix and other calibration parame-

ters directly, a hybrid parameter matrix is constructed

to present a combination of an intrinsic transformation

and a rotation transformation. The nonlinear optimiza-

tion can be replaced by solving a system of linear equa-

tions.

For now, our proposed calibration algorithm regis-

ters a depth camera to a colour camera. However,

some advanced 3D-capture devices require more than

one pair of cameras to work in their systems. In the

future, we will try to further generalize our linear opti-

mization framework, so that our method can calibrate

arbitrary number of depth and colour cameras simulta-

neously.
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